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Abstract— Recent works have demonstrated that trans-
former can achieve promising performance in computer vision,
by exploiting the relationship among image patches with self-
attention. They only consider the attention in a single feature
layer, but ignore the complementarity of attention in different
layers. In this article, we propose broad attention to improve
the performance by incorporating the attention relationship of
different layers for vision transformer (ViT), which is called BViT.
The broad attention is implemented by broad connection and
parameter-free attention. Broad connection of each transformer
layer promotes the transmission and integration of information
for BViT. Without introducing additional trainable parameters,
parameter-free attention jointly focuses on the already available
attention information in different layers for extracting useful
information and building their relationship. Experiments on
image classification tasks demonstrate that BViT delivers supe-
rior accuracy of 75.0%/81.6% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet with
5M/22M parameters. Moreover, we transfer BViT to downstream
object recognition benchmarks to achieve 98.9% and 89.9% on
CIFAR10 and CIFAR100, respectively, that exceed ViT with
fewer parameters. For the generalization test, the broad attention
in Swin Transformer, T2T-ViT and LVT also brings an improve-
ment of more than 1%. To sum up, broad attention is promising
to promote the performance of attention-based models. Code and
pretrained models are available at https://github.com/DRL/BViT.

Index Terms— Broad attention, broad connection, image clas-
sification, parameter-free attention, vision transformer (ViT).

I. INTRODUCTION

TRANSFORMER [5] has demonstrated impressive model-
ing capabilities and achieved state-of-the-art performance

in natural language processing tasks. Recently, vision trans-
former (ViT) [6] has been proposed and made a breakthrough,
which is widely believed to be expected to break the domi-
nance of convolutional neural network (CNN) in computer
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vision [4], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. ViT usually divides the
whole image into many fixed-size patches containing local
components and then exploits the relationship between them
by self-attention, which can focus modeling capabilities on
the information relevant to vision tasks, such as image clas-
sification [1], [6], object detection [2], [12], and semantic
segmentation [13].

Many works have demonstrated that the self-attention mech-
anism plays a critical role in the success of ViT. Even if
they are far away, the relationship between local components
in an image can be exploited by self-attention. Furthermore,
multihead attention can focus on useful local information
and relationship in images from different views. Many efforts
have been devoted to designing self-attention to improve the
capabilities of focusing on useful information and suppressing
redundant information. Swin Transformer [2] hierarchically
performs self-attention on a shifted window of patches, which
increases the connection between cross windows and has the
flexibility of modeling on various scales. Tokens-to-Token
ViT [14] recursively assembles neighboring tokens into a token
to extract the structure information of the image by self-
attention incrementally. CvT [15] introduces convolution to
ViT to achieve additional attention modeling of local spatial
context. However, these efforts only consider the attention
performed on feature maps from one layer but ignore that
the combination of attention in different layers is helpful.
Specifically, shallower layers focus on both local and global
information, while deeper layers tend to focus on global
information [6]. And the study on the difference between
ViT and CNN [16] suggests that ViT performs poorly on
limited datasets (e.g., ImageNet) due to inadequate attention to
local features. Further, the centered kernel alignment (CKA)
similarity scores between shallower and deeper layers in ViT
are higher than that in CNN [16], which may exhibit that
the architecture is redundant. In a word, similar layers can
be pruned with minimal impact on performance [17]. The
combination of attention from different layers is promising to
alleviate the above problems, not only allowing the deep layers
to acquire local information but also making fuller exploitation
of features.

It is widely accepted that nonlinear processing and pathway
connections between different layers are the key to the success
of deep neural networks. The multilayer nonlinear operations
provide the hierarchical feature extraction capability for the
model. At the same time, the pathway connections between
the different layers facilitate the transmission and integration
of information, which can be used to combine the attention
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in different layers. Following we go back to deep CNN for
consolidation of the above discussion. ResNet [4] stacks more
convolution layers to achieve a very deep network. Further-
more, it designs residual connections that effectively improve
performance and develop the training process. DenseNet [18]
further increases the pathway connection, i.e., dense connec-
tion, which brings more improvement in performance. Broad
neural architecture search (BNAS) [19], a neural architecture
search method, also designs a broad connection, adding path-
way connections among the shallower layers and the last layer
for collecting features with different layers. The revolutionary
success of pathway connections on CNN proves its benefit
to learning effective features. Therefore, it is reasonable to
expect the combination and full exploitation of attention in
different layers to be implemented by increasing the path con-
nections. Concretely, combining attention in different layers
facilitates: 1) the transmission and fusion of attention, which
promotes attention to local information and 2) the extraction
of practical attention information, which mitigates model
redundancy.

In this article, we propose a broad attention mechanism
that can efficiently extract and utilize the knowledge in each
transformer layer. In particular, we first integrate attention
information in different transformer layers via a broad con-
nection. Then we perform parameter-free attention on the
integrated features mentioned above for extracting helpful
contents and their structural relationship hierarchically. It is to
be noted that no additional trainable parameters are required
since that parameter-free attention is executed on information
already processed by self-attention in transformer layers. More
significantly, broad attention is generic, providing attention-
based models with the flexibility to introduce broad attention
blocks for improved performance.

Based on broad attention, we present Broad attention-based
ViT, called BViT. BViT consists of two components: 1) BViT
backbone, including multiple transformer layers, is to yield
deep features and 2) broad attention block derives broad
features by increasing the path connection of attention in
different layers and extracting helpful information hierarchi-
cally without extra learnable parameters. The integration of
the BViT backbone and the broad attention block results in a
model with superior image understanding capabilities.

The proposed BViT presents powerful performance on
image classification benchmark tasks. The model result-
ing from our method exceeds transformer-based mod-
els ViT/DeiT [1], [6], multilayer perceptron (MLP)-based
models Mixer/gMLP [3], [20] and CNN-based models
ResNet/RegNetY [4], [21] with comparable parameters on
ImageNet [22] dataset. We also prove the transferability on
different transfer benchmark datasets (CIFAR10/100 [23])
with pretraining on ImageNet. Further, to support that broad
attention can be employed to attention-based models as a
generic mechanism, we conduct experiments that apply broad
attention to Swin Transformer [2], T2T-ViT [14] and LVT [24].
In particular, for both models, there is a positive 1% rise in
the result on ImageNet. The comparison of parameters and
accuracy between our proposed methods and other typical
models is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Parameters and accuracy on Imagenet of BViTs (i.e., BViT,
BSwin, BLVT, and BT2T-ViT) compared to transformer-based, MLP-based
and convolution-based models, such as DeiT [1], Swin [2], gMLP [3], and
ResNet [4].

In summary, our contributions are outlined below.
1) We propose a novel broad attention-based ViT. Broad

attention can extract effective features without any extra
trainable parameters. The proposed BViT attains supe-
rior classification accuracy on ImageNet with about 2%
improvement compared to ViT and ResNet. Moreover,
the pretrained model can achieve comparable perfor-
mance on downstream tasks, including CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100.

2) The visualization results demonstrate that broad atten-
tion makes the model attend more locally, which facil-
itates the performance on the limited datasets. And
broad attention brings smaller feature similarity, which
prevents model redundancy.

3) Broad attention mechanism performs well in gen-
eralizability, which can elevate the performance of
attention-based models flexibly. The results of extensive
experiments show that implementations of excellent and
prevail attention-based models present favorable perfor-
mance improvement.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Vision Transformer

Transformer [5] was initially devised for natural language
processing and has achieved leading performance. The key
point of the transformer is to fetch the global dependencies of
the input via a self-attention mechanism. Furthermore, in an
endeavor to explore more potential of transformers, recent
research has been directed to the application of transformers
in the field of computer vision, such as ViT [6], DeiT [1].
ViT [6] first showed the strength of pure transformer archi-
tecture on image classification with large-scale image datasets
(i.e., ImageNet-21K [22], JFT-300M [25]). ViT processes the
image input into a sequence paradigm by the following steps:
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1) partitioning the image into fixed-size patches; 2) applying
linear embedding to fixed-size patches; and 3) adding the
position embedding. With an extra learnable “classification
token,” the sequence can be handled by a standard transformer
encoder.

Based on the innovative ViT [6], several studies are ded-
icated to improving the architecture design and enhancing
the performance of ViT. DeiT [1] performed data-efficient
training and introduced a distillation token for more pow-
erful knowledge distillation. Swin Transformer [2] com-
puted hierarchical feature representation via shifted window
and attained linear computational complexity relative to the
input resolution size. Tokens-to-Token ViT [14] proposed a
tokens-to-token process to aggregate surrounding tokens and
enhance local information gradually. Autoformer [26] searched
high-performed transformer-based models through one-shot
architecture search. The search space consists of embedding
dimension, MLP ratio, depth, and so on. In addition, some
works combined convolution and transformer architecture to
exploit the advantages of both them [15], [27], [28]. The
above-mentioned works have all achieved remarkable perfor-
mance, but most of them neglected the exploitation of attention
in different layers.

B. Attention Mechanism

The attention mechanism is first demonstrated to be helpful
in computer vision. Google [29] performed attention mech-
anism on recurrent neural network for image classification.
Subsequently, the attention mechanism is introduced into nat-
ural language processing [5], [30]. Transformer [5] exhibited
the power of the attention mechanism on natural language pro-
cessing tasks and proposed the strong multihead self-attention
(MHSA), which is widely used [1], [6], [31]. Recently, atten-
tion mechanism has made a brilliant comeback in the image
processing tasks, such as image classification [1], [2], [6], [32],
object detection [33], [34], semantic segmentation [35], [36].
Due to the robustness of the attention mechanism, there are
many studies carried out on the attention mechanism.

The innovation of the attention mechanism is ongoing.
Some works presented multilevel attention [37], [38], [39].
MLAN [37] jointly leveraged visual attention and
semantic attention to process visual question answering.
MAM-RNN [39] includes frame-level attention layer and
region-level attention layer, which can jointly focus on the
notable regions in each frame and the frames correlated
with the target caption. Besides, HAN [40] made two
levels of attention mechanisms, i.e., word and sentence,
respectively, for differentially attending to content with
different importance during the construction of the document
representation. Unlike the above-mentioned works, we are
interested in the information of attention that already exists
in different layers of the model. A broader view of attention
contributes to the acquisition of diverse features.

C. Pathway Connection

As the core component of deep learning, pathway connec-
tion facilitates the transmission of gradients and the availability

of comprehensive features. AlexNet [41] is regarded as the first
truly deep CNN structure, which has made a breakthrough
in large-scale image datasets. ResNet [4] added residual
connections between convolutional layers, which effectively
facilitates information transmission in very deep networks and
alleviates the gradient dispersion problem of optimization.
DenseNet [18] further increased the pathway between layers
by means of dense connections, which significantly strength-
ens the propagation and fusion of features and improves the
modeling ability of deep networks.

As one of the connection types for pathway connection,
broad connection can compensate for the lack of training
efficiency and feature diversity in the deep network. Intro-
ducing broad connection, Ding et al. proposed BNAS [19]
and its extended works [42], [43]. BNAS [19] first presented
and searched broad CNN (BCNN), and its search efficiency
is leading in reinforcement learning-based architecture search
methods [44], [45] and evolutionary algorithm-based meth-
ods [46], [47]. Stacked BNAS [43] developed the connection
paradigm of BCNN, achieving performance improvement. The
efficiency of BNAS confirms the advantages of the broad
connection paradigm, efficient training, and comprehensive
features.

Broad connection helps extract rich information in different
layers, while deep representations are more effective than shal-
low ones. Therefore, our method introduces broad connection
without discarding deep features, which can obtain a wider
variety of useful information with fewer sacrifices in model
efficiency.

III. METHODOLOGY

As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed model BViT mainly con-
sists of two components: BViT backbone including multiple
transformer layers (the gray boxes in Fig. 2) for deep feature
and broad attention (the blue box in Fig. 2) for broad feature.
BViT backbone obtains deep feature Outdeep by calculating
attention among patch features layer by layer. Then the atten-
tion in all transformer layers is collected by the proposed broad
attention component with broad connection. Via parameter-
free attention, we cannot only take full advantage of features
in different layers jointly but also pay global attention on
attention from each layer. Then the broad feature Outbroad is
obtained.

In Sections III-A and III-B, we introduce the BViT back-
bone and the broad attention in detail.

A. BViT Backbone

Given a RGB image input I ∈ RH×W×C , we split it into non-
overlapping and fixed-length patches Ip ∈ RN×(P2

×C). P is
the size of image patch, and N = H W/P2 is the number
of image patches. Our patch size P is set to 16. Then image
patches can be handled as a sequence, which can be processed
directly by the standard transformer. To obtain the input
x1 ∈ RN×D of the first transformer layer, a linear projection
of flattened patches is employed for satisfying the consistent
dimension D across all layers of the transformer. Similar to
ViT [6], we also introduce trainable position embedding for
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of BViT, which consists of BViT backbone (i.e., gray boxes) and broad attention (i.e., blue boxes). A patch feature input the
backbone of BViT which consists of several transformer layers, obtaining the feature Outdeep. The proposed broad attention mechanism extracts information
from each transformer layer by broad connection, obtaining the diverse feature Outbroad.

retention of location information and classification token for
image representation. With the classification token, the input
is represented as x1 ∈ R(N+1)×D .

After the necessary process of the image input, the data
flow of the BViT architecture is divided into two orientations,
i.e., BViT backbone and broad attention. As shown in Fig. 2,
BViT backbone (gray boxes) outputs the deep feature Outdeep
straightforwardly via several transformer layers. A transformer
layer includes two blocks: MHSA and MLP. Besides, both
MHSA and MLP blocks employ residual connections and
apply LayerNorm (LN) [48] before each block. Next, we detail
the computation processes of MHSA and MLP.

1) Multihead Self-Attention: MHSA attends to information
at different positions using multiheads. Given the input tensor
xi ∈ R(N+1)×D for i th layer, the output of MHSA block is
shown as

ẑi = xi + MHSA(xi ). (1)

2) Multilayer Perceptron: There are two fully connected
layers in an MLP block. And an activation function
(e,g. GELU [49]) is between them. The output zi in i th layer
is formulated as

zi = ẑi + MLP(ẑi ). (2)

The output zi in i th layer is the input xi+1 for {i + 1}th
layer. And the output of deep feature is the output of the last
transformer layer as

Outdeep = zl . (3)

B. Broad Attention

As the critical point of BViT architecture, broad attention
block promotes the transmission and integration of information
from different layers using the broad connection, and focuses
on helpful information hierarchically via parameter-free self-
attention. Fig. 3 introduces its detailed mechanism.

Fig. 3. Illustration of broad attention block, including broad connection and
parameter-free attention.

1) Broad Connection: The broad connection promotes the
transmission and integration of information flow by enhancing
the path connection of attention, detailed as follows. For better
understanding, we first give the equation of MHSA operation
with xi ∈ R(N+1)×D as input

MHSA(xi ) = Atten(To_qkv(xi ))w
o

= Atten(qi , ki , vi )w
o

= softmax

(
qi kT

i√
dq

)
viw

o
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and qi =
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]]
, q j

i ∈ R(N+1)×dq
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]
,
[
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]
, . . . ,

[
kh

i

]]
, k j

i ∈ R(N+1)×dk

vi =
[[

v1
i

]
,
[
v2

i

]
, . . . ,

[
vh

i

]]
, v

j
i ∈ R(N+1)×dv (4)

where To_qkv contains linear projection, chunk and rearrange,
q j

i , k j
i and v

j
i are the query, key and value of j th head in i th

layer, j ∈ [1, h]. (1/
√

dq) is the scaling factor, and wo is the
weight matrix of the second linear projection in MHSA block.
Then we, respectively, concatenate queries, keys, and values
of all MHSA blocks in different transformer layers as below

Q = [q1, q2, . . . , ql], Q ∈ R(N+1)×h×(l×dq )

K = [k1, k2, . . . , kl], K ∈ R(N+1)×h×(l×dk )

V = [v1, v2, . . . , vl], V ∈ R(N+1)×h×(l×dv) (5)

where qi , ki , and vi are query, key, and value of i th layer
in (4). Q, K , and V are concatenated queries, keys, and values
accordingly. l is the number of transformer layers.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the broad connection adequately
integrates the features of each transformer layer. Intuitively,
the connected Q, K , and V express the attention information
in different layers across the model, while qi , ki , and vi of
each layer are only concerned with the attention information
of a single layer. Since the increase of the path connection
of attention in different layers, Q, K , and V contain rich
information and are more conducive to extracting helpful
information.

In addition to the acquisition of information in different
layers, another advantage of broad connection is the enhanced
flow of information and gradients throughout the architecture,
which facilitates its training. Each layer can access the gradient
of the loss function directly, which helps to train a deeper
network architecture.

2) Parameter-Free Attention: The parameter-free attention
handles the integrated information via self-attention to jointly
focus on helpful information and extract their relationship.
Without introducing linear projection, we directly pay atten-
tion to available Q, K , and V . Thus broad attention does
not bring extra learnable parameters, only slightly increasing
the computational complexity. The implementation details of
parameter-free attention Attenpf are as follows.

We perform self-attention on the concatenated queries Q,
keys K , and values V , as we do in (4) except for linear
projection. The specific formula is given below

Attenpf(Q, K , V ) = softmax
(

QK T

√
d

)
V

= softmax

(∑l
i=1 qi kT

i
√

d

)
V

= softmax

(∑l
i=1 qi kT

i
√

d

)
[v1, v2, . . . , vl]

(6)

where (1/
√

d) is the scaling factor, and d is the hidden
dimension of transform layer. From (6), we can conclude
that parameter-free attention not only leverages the concate-
nated values (i.e., [v1, v2, . . . , vl]) of the different layers,

but also integrates attention weights of the different layers
(i.e.,

∑l
i=1 qi kT

i ). The concatenation of attention information
in different layers leads to the inconsistent dimension between
Outdeep and output of Attenpf(Q, K , V ). We introduce a pool-
ing operator BPool for broad feature Outbroad to deal with
the above problem. BPool performs a 1-D adaptive average
pooling on the inconsistent dimension of Attenpf(Q, K , V ).
The output feature of broad attention can be expressed as

Outbroad = BPool(Attenpf(Q, K , V ), {dp}) (7)

where dp is the dimension of deep feature Outdeep. Focusing
on attention information in different layers across the model,
parameter-free attention has a tremendous potential to extract
the critical information and their structural relationship, which
contributes to the performance of the model on vision tasks
without additional model training burden.

With combination of deep feature output Outdeep in (3) and
broad feature output Outbroad in (7), we can derive final output
Out is computed by

Out = Outdeep + γ ∗ Outbroad (8)

where γ is the coefficient factor, which can be used to adjust
the weight of two different types of feature.

In a nutshell, BViT backbone uses multiple transformer
layers to process the image input into the more understand-
able feature for the model. Based on this, broad attention
block enables the model to jointly attend to information from
different representation spaces at different transformer layers.
By extracting attention information in different layers rather
than a single layer, broad attention can obtain wealthier infor-
mation, which allows us to pay attention to vital information
and ignore redundant information. In the broad attention block,
the broad connection is responsible for enhancing the path
connection of attention in different layers to facilitate the
transmission and integration of information. Parameter-free
attention is responsible for attending to vital information from
different layers and extracting their relationship. Consequently,
benefiting from the introduction of broad attention block, BViT
can concentrate better on the significant information which
improves the classification accuracy of the model. Moreover,
the inclusion of broad attention does not bring additional
learnable parameters, which enables the convenient application
on attention-based models.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct the following experiments with BViT on
ImageNet [22] image classification and downstream tasks
(i.e., CIFAR10/100 [23]). We first give the datasets introduc-
tion and experimental setup. Next, we perform ablation studies
to validate the importance of elements of broad attention block,
including coefficient factor and concatenated value V . Then,
we compare the proposed BViT architecture with state-of-
the-art works and apply broad attention to several remarkable
ViT models, such as Swin Transformer [2], T2T-ViT [14] and
LVT [24], to verify the generality of broad attention. Finally,
we analyze the visualization results of BViT in detail.
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A. Setup

To validate the performance of our proposed model, we use
the ImageNet dataset [22], which contains about 1.3M training
data and 50k validation data with various 1000 object classes.
Furthermore, we transfer pretrained BViT on ImageNet to
downstream datasets, such as CIFAR10/100 [23], which are
small-scale image classification datasets with 50k training data
and 10k test data.

1) Model Variants: To demonstrate the performance of
BViT on the image classification task, we construct two mod-
els with different sizes, including BViT-5M and BViT-22M.
The architecture specifications of BViT are shown as follows.
The number of heads and dimensions of the transformer layer
are 3 and 192 for BViT-5M, while 6 and 384 for BViT-22M.
Besides, several architectural parameters remain consistent
across the two models. For instance, depth and MLP ratio
are set to 12 and 4, respectively. BViT does not increase
the trainable parameters compared to vanilla ViT without
broad attention block. The increase in FLOPs due to broad
attention block is tiny (i.e., 10−5G) and is therefore negligible.
The coefficient factor γ is simply set to 1 in the following
experiments.

2) Training Setting: Our training setting mostly follows
DeiT [1]. For all model variants, the input image resolution is
224 × 224. And we train models for 300 epochs, employing
Adamw [50] optimizer and using cosine decay learning rate
scheduler. Due to the limitation of computing resources, the
batch size of BViT-5M and BViT-22M are 1280 and 512,
respectively. Learning rate varies with batch size, same as
DeiT [1]. The weight decay of 0.05 is applied. The step of
warmup is set to 5000. Further, We employ a majority of
the augmentation and regularization strategies of DeiT [1] in
training, such as RandAugment [51], Mixup [52], Cutmix [53],
Random Erasing [54], Stochastic Depth [18] and Exponential
Moving Average [55], except for Repeated Augmentation [56]
which cannot deliver significant performance boosts.

3) Fine-Tuning Setting: Our fine-tuning setting mostly fol-
lows ViT [6]. Using SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9,
we pretrain our models at resolution 224 × 224. Then we
fine-tune each model with a batch size of 512. The training
steps for CIFAR10/100 are 17 000.

B. Ablation Study

1) Coefficient Factor: The coefficient factor adjusts the
weight of the broad and deep features as shown in (8).
To discuss the effectiveness of different coefficient factors,
we conduct the ablation study with different coefficient factors
on ImageNet. Concretely, we choose 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 as
coefficient factor candidates.

As shown in Table I, all coefficient factor candidates result
in an improvement of over 2%, which confirms the pow-
erful effectiveness of broad attention. The greatest increase
(i.e., 3.1%) is achieved with the coefficient factor of 0.6.
However, considering the slight variation in the results due
to the randomness of the training, we deem it acceptable to
choose any coefficient factor candidates. Thus we simply set
the coefficient factor to 1 for the rest of the experiments.

TABLE I
ABLATIONS FOR DIFFERENT COEFFICIENT FACTORS ON IMAGENET

Fig. 4. Architectural details of the four models in ablation study. (a) Vanilla
ViT, (b) BViT with concatenated values V, (c) BViT without concatenated
values V, and (d) BViT.

2) With V Versus Without V : As mentioned above, the
power of BViT stems from its broad attention block which
jointly pays attention to the information in different layers.
The helpful attention information in different layers consists of
two components, i.e., concatenated values V and aggregated
attention weights QK T . In order to discuss their respective
effectiveness, we conduct an ablation study with four different
architectures as shown in Fig. 4. To discuss the different
components of the information, the four architectures differ
mainly in the integration of information in broad connec-
tion. The four architectures are: 1) Vanilla ViT as shown in
Fig. 4(a), without broad attention, it only utilizes the attention
in the last transformer layer, i.e., DeiT [1]; 2) BViTw.V as
shown in Fig. 4(b), with concatenated values V , it performs
broad attention using concatenated values V in all transformer
layers and attention weight qlkT

l of last transformer layer;
3) BViTw/o.V as shown in Fig. 4(c), without concatenated
values V , it delivers broad attention via vl in last transformer
layer and broadly connected attention weights QK T ; and
4) BViT as shown in Fig. 4(d), it focuses on both concatenated
values V and aggregated attention weights QK T .

Ablation experiments on ImageNet [22] are reported in
Table II. As a comparison baseline without broad attention
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TABLE II
ABLATIONS ON COMPONENTS FOR BROAD ATTENTION ON IMAGENET.

ALL THREE ARCHITECTURES WITH BROAD CONNECTION PROVIDE
SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

block, DeiT-Ti [1] has the same architectural settings for the
transformer layers with our BViT-5M. As shown in Table II,
it is apparent that all three architectures with broad connec-
tion yield significant improvement. The heaviest improvement
is in BViT which implements both concatenated values V
and aggregated attention weights QK T . Besides, aggregated
attention weights QK T deliver a slightly greater performance
improvement than concatenated values V . Nevertheless, all
three methods with broad connection can deliver an accuracy
improvement of more than 2%. Thus the choice of practical
application can be carried out according to the architectural
requirement.

C. Image Classification on ImageNet

Table III presents the performance comparison to var-
ious types of architectures on ImageNet [22], including
transformer-based models, CNN-based models, MLP-based
models, and hybrid models. The double line divides the
experimental results into two blocks according to the number
of parameters. The single line groups the models based on
whether the method type contains CNN. In addition, the
performance of other prevailing models with broad attention
(i.e., BT2T-ViT, BLVT, and BSwin) is included in Table III.
In particular, BT2T-ViT, BLVT, and BSwin are T2T-ViT, LVT,
and Swin with broad attention, respectively.

Among manually designed transformer-based models, our
BViT-5M achieves outstanding performance, outperforming
VIT [6], DeiT [1] with approximately 2% improvement, and
even Swin Transformer [2] which leads in various vision tasks.
We also exceed gMLP [3] by about 2%, which delivers top
results in the MLP-based models. Further, BLVT and BSwin
deliver state-of-the-art performance among transformer-based
models.

ViT is the newly promoted visual architecture, whose
development is much less time-honored than CNN. The per-
formance of transformer-based models in the visual field is
still slightly inferior to that of CNN. Nevertheless, our BViT
outperforms the partial CNN-based model, such as the classic
and industry-known ResNet [4], RegNetY [21]. Specifically,
our BViT-22M surpasses ResNet-50 with a 2.5% raise using
fewer parameters, which considerably boosts the ImageNet
classification task.

To sum up, the robust performance of BViT proves that
broad attention block is effective for capturing key features.
By focusing on the attention information in different layers,

BViT achieves innovation in the ViT. The innovation can
contribute to other developed ViT architectures.

D. Downstream Tasks on CIFAR10/100

With the purpose of investigating the transferability of
BViT, We evaluate the BViT-22M on downstream datasets
via transfer learning. With BViT-22M being pretrained on
ImageNet [22], Table IV exhibits the comparison results
on CIFAR10/100 that includes our BViT and other brilliant
networks such as ViT [6] and ResMLP [61]. ResMLP is
selected as the comparison model because it is fine-tuned
at the resolution of 224 × 224, while most models choose
384 × 384.

From the results in Table IV, it is clear that compared
to both transformer-based and MLP-based models, BViT
achieves better classification accuracy on CIFAR10/100 with
fewer parameters. In general, our novel BViT maintains sound
performance on downstream tasks, thus confirming its strength
in the field of computer vision.

E. Generalization Study

The novel broad attention is generic due to its structural
design, which can be implemented to improve the performance
of attention-based models. In order to verify the generalization
of broad attention, we introduce broad attention to three
excellent models, such as T2T-ViT [14], LVT [24] and Swin
Transformer [2], and derive the BT2T-ViT, BLVT, and BSwin.

The specific experimental settings are consistent among all
models. We apply broad attention to attention-based models
and fine-tune the model with pretrained weights. In fine-
tuning, we train the model for 30 epochs with a batch size
of 1024, a constant learning rate of 10−5 and a weight decay
of 10−8. In the following, we will give experimental results.

1) BT2T-ViT: The overview of T2T-ViT consists of token-
to-token module and T2T-ViT backbone. We apply broad
attention to T2T-ViT backbone. Since the dimension of each
T2T Transformer layer in T2T-ViT backbone is consistent,
the specific implementation of broad attention in BT2T-ViT is
exactly identical to BViT.

Table V presents the performance comparison between T2T-
ViT-7 [14] and BT2T-ViT-7 on ImageNet [22]. Benefiting from
the exploitation of attention in different layers brought by
broad attention, BT2T-ViT-7 exceeds original T2T-ViT-7 1.7%
without extra parameters.

2) BLVT: LVT [24] consists of two novel self-attention
blocks: convolutional self-attention (CSA) and recursive atrous
self-attention (RASA). We apply broad attention to RASA.
Besides, considering the inconsistent dimension of the trans-
former block: 1) we only connect the last block of each
stage instead of all LVT Transformer blocks and 2) we apply
maximum pooling and reshaping to obtain the consistent
dimension of RASA in different stages.

Table V exhibits the comparison results on ImageNet [22]
that includes LVT [62] and BLVT. Experimental results show
that broad attention brings a 1.2% performance improvement
compared to the original LVT.
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS ON IMAGENET, INCLUDING TRANSFORMER-BASED MODELS, CNN-BASED MODELS,

MLP-BASED MODELS, AND HYBRID MODELS. WE GROUP MODELS BASED ON THE SIZE OF THEIR PARAMETERS AND METHOD TYPE.
THE PROPOSED BVIT-5M OUTPERFORMS ALL THE MANUAL-DESIGNED VIT METHODS WITHOUT BROAD ATTENTION AT LESS 2.6%

WITH ABOUT 5M PARAMETERS. IN THESE MODELS WITH ABOUT 22M PARAMETERS, THE PROPOSED BVIT-22M HAS ALSO
OUTPERFORMED THE CLASSICAL VIT METHOD VIT-S [6] ABOUT 3%, EVEN EXCEEDS PREVALENT VIT METHOD

SWIN-S [2]. BLVT AND BSWIN EVEN DELIVER STATE-OF-THE-ART PERFORMANCE
AMONG TRANSFORMER-BASED MODELS

Fig. 5. Representation similarity comparison via CKA. (a) DeiT [1]
(i.e., architecture without broad attention) and (b) BViT. We present CKA
similarities between all pairs of transformer layers for our BViT and DeiT.
Both horizontal and vertical coordinates indicate the number of architectural
layers, and the color indicates the scores of similarity. The lighter the color,
the higher the scores of similarity. We randomly sample 1000 images from
ImageNet [22] dataset to compute CKA similarity scores. The heatmaps
illustrate that BViT has smaller similarity scores between shallower and deeper
layers than DeiT without broad attention.

3) BSwin: Swin Transformer [2] is a hierarchical Trans-
former, which models features with different scales in dif-
ferent stages. We broadly connect the outputs of shifted
window-based self-attention in the last block of each stage
to extract attention information in different layers. Similar to
BLVT, there are also two differences from BViT, which are
induced by the different scales of features in the hierarchical
Swin Transformer.

Fig. 6. Mean attention head distance by six attention heads. (a) DeiT [1]
(i.e., architecture without broad attention) and (b) BViT. The horizontal
coordinate indicates the heads of attention and the vertical coordinate indicates
the mean attention distance. Different lines indicate attention blocks of
different layers. Following ViT [6], we randomly sample 128 images from
ImageNet [22] dataset and calculate the mean distance between pixels with
attention weights.

Table V exhibits the comparison results on ImageNet [22]
that includes Swin-T/S [2] and BSwin-T/S. It is clear that
compared to the original Swin-T/S, BSwin-T/S achieves
better classification accuracy on ImageNet without extra
parameters.

4) Summary: To sum up, the above experimental results
fully demonstrate that our broad attention is generic and can
flexibly improve the performance of attention-based models.
In a word, broad attention can be introduced to attention-based
models as a generic mechanism. Furthermore, the outstanding
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TABLE IV
EVALUATION OF TRANSFER LEARNING ON DOWNSTREAM DATASETS. WE TRANSFER PRETRAINED BVIT-22M ON IMAGENET TO CIFAR10/100.

BVIT-22M TAKES 224 × 224 IMAGES DURING TRAINING AND FINE-TUNING, AND THE
ACCURACY OF BVIT EXCEEDS VIT WITH HIGHER RESOLUTION

Fig. 7. Comparison of attention maps between DeiT (i.e., architecture without broad attention) and our BViT. The attention maps of BViT focus more on
the object to be classified than DeiT and that is positive for image recognition.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN EXCELLENT ATTENTION-BASED

MODELS AND MODELS WITH BROAD ATTENTION ON IMAGENET.
BENEFIT FROM BROAD ATTENTION, ALL MODELS SHOW

SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE GAINS WITHOUT
EXTRA PARAMETERS

performance of BT2T-ViT, BLVT, and BSwin also proves that
broad attention is effective for leveraging significant features.
Paying attention to information from multiple layers, the
broad attention helps to understand image representation for
classification.

F. Visualization

To further investigate the impact of broad attention on
representation, we conduct three visualization experiments,
including CKA similarity, mean attention distance, and atten-
tion map. CKA similarity is to discuss the influence of broad
attention on the similarity of features in different layers. Mean
attention distance can analyze the size of the attention area
for BViT. The attention map demonstrates the representation
of BViT from the output token to the input image.

1) CKA Similarity: CKA [16] enables a quantitative mea-
sure of representation similarity within models. Researchers
often employ it to explore the differences in representation
learned by visual models, especially when studying the differ-
ence between ViT and CNN [16]. Moreover, Nguyen et al. [17]
state that similar features may mean redundancy in the model.
Concretely, given the representation X and Y of two layers
as inputs, we can derive Gram matrices K = X X T and
L = Y Y T . Then CKA can be computed as

CKA(K , L) =
HSIC(K , L)

√
HSIC(K , K )HSIC(L , L)

(9)

where HSIC is the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Crite-
rion [63]. The representation similarity comparison between
BViT and DeiT [1] (i.e., architecture without broad attention)
is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the CKA similar-
ity scores are smaller between shallower and deeper layers
in BViT [see Fig. 5(b)] than in DeiT, which means less
model redundancy. Therefore, the design of broad attention
helps extract and utilize features effectively, leading to better
performance.

2) Mean Attention Distance: Mean Attention Distance is
first proposed in ViT [6]. The computation of mean attention
distance requires averaging the distance between the query
pixel and other pixels, that is weighted by the attention weight.
The research about the difference between ViT and CNN [16]
demonstrates experimentally that the model with more local
attention performs better on limited datasets. As shown in
Fig. 6, in order to figure out what influences broad attention
brings to attention distance, we plot the mean attention head
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distance of the third, fourth, ninth, and tenth blocks by sorted
heads. The results show that our BViT [see Fig. 6(b)] attends
more local information at the shallow layers. For example,
in the third block’s first head, the mean attention distance of
DeiT is about 40 while BViT is about 20 (blue line). As stated
in previous research [16], more attention to local features may
facilitate the learning of the model on the limited datasets.
Thus our model achieves better classification accuracy on
ImageNet [22].

3) Attention Maps: To illustrate the significance of the
broad attention block, we use Attention Rollout [64] to com-
pute attention maps of transformer layers. Attention Rollout
averages the attention weights of the model across all heads
and then recursively multiplies the weight matrices of different
transformer layers.

As shown in Fig. 7, we visualize the attention maps of
BViT and DeiT [1] (i.e., architecture without broad attention).
Visualization results show that utilization of the attention in
different layers facilitates the spotting of the critical object.
The attention maps of BViT pay more attention to the object
to be recognized than DeiT. The phenomenon provides an
intuitive argument for the design of our broad attention mecha-
nism, which reasonably improves the understanding of images
by enhancing the exploitation of features.

In summary, benefiting from the design of broad attention,
our BViT can: 1) achieve effective features by preventing
model redundancy; 2) deliver excellent performance on lim-
ited datasets (e.g., ImageNet) for more local attention; and
3) achieve better image understanding.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposes the Broad attention-based ViT, called
BViT. As the key element of BViT, broad attention con-
sists of broad connection and parameter-free attention. Broad
connection integrates attention information in different lay-
ers. Then parameter-free attention extracts effective features
from the above-integrated information and constructs their
relationships. Furthermore, due to the novel broad attention
block being directed at the existing attention, the proposed
broad attention is generic to improve the performance of
attention-based models. Consequently, BViT achieves leading
performance on vision tasks benefiting from rich and valuable
information. On ImageNet, BViT arrives at state-of-the-art
performance among transformer-based models with about 3%
boost to groundbreaking ViT. Then we transfer BViT-22M
to downstream tasks (CIFAR10/100) that prove the robust
transferability of the model. Moreover, the implementation of
broad attention on T2T-ViT, LVT, and Swin Transformer also
improves accuracy by more than 1%, confirming the flexibility
and effectiveness of our method.

As a key component of BViT, the broad attention block
significantly improves the performance of the ViT on image
classification. We expect to inspect its employment in natural
language processing tasks. Furthermore, we will explore the
impact of different connection combinations of transformer
layer outputs on performance via neural architecture search
algorithm.
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